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Abstract
Context: Software Engineering is a discipline that has been shaped by over 50 years of practice. Many have argued that its theoretical basis has been slow to develop and that, in fact, a substantial theory of Software Engineering is still lacking.

Objective: We propose a design theory for Software Engineering as a contribution to the debate. Having done this, we extend it to a design theory for socio-technical systems.

Method: We elaborate our theory based on Gregor’s influential ‘meta-theoretical’ exploration of the structural nature of a theory in the discipline of Information Systems, with particular attention to ontological and epistemological arguments.

Results: We argue how, from an ontological perspective, our theory embodies a view of Software Engineering as the practice of framing, representing and transforming Software Engineering problems. As such, theory statements concern the characterisation of individual problems and how problems relate and transform to other problems as part of an iterative, potentially backtracking, problem solving processes, accounting for the way Software Engineering transforms the physical world to meet a recognised need, and for the problem structuring process in context. From an epistemological perspective, we argue how the theory has developed through research cycles including both theory-then-(empirical-)research and (empirical-)research-then-theory strategies spanning over a decade; both theoretical statements and related empirical evidence are included.

Conclusion: The resulting theory provides descriptions and explanations for many phenomena observed in Software Engineering and in the combination of software with other technologies, and embodies analytic, explanatory and predictive properties. There are however acknowledged limitations and current research to overcome them is outlined.
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1. Introduction

Software Engineering (SE) is a discipline that has been shaped by over 50 years of practice. Driven primarily by the needs of industry, a theoretical basis has been slow to develop. Recently, Johnson et al. [1] have argued the need for theories which can address ‘significant’ questions within SE. Their main criticisms are that existing theories tend to be small, addressing limited sets of phenomena, very often implicit and only casually introduced by authors, with little academic discussion or rigorous evaluation within the community. Undoubtedly, their arguments have stirred some debate in the wider SE community, and perhaps have been the catalyst for a renewed interest in the theoretical foundation of the discipline.

Our contribution is a design theory for SE which locates software as a solution within problem solving. The theory has developed from our work on Problem Oriented Engineering (shortly POE, [2]), a practical engineering framework with an accumulated body of work spanning over a decade, evaluated and validated through a number of real-world engineering case studies. In relation to previous publications, one novel contribution is to make explicit the theory implicit in the definition of our POE framework. In fact, we contribute two design theories. The first concerns problems for which software is exclusively the solution; this is obviously limited given that other engineered artefacts, for instance, end-user documentation or training materials, will usually be needed as part of a solution. The second theory remedies this limitation.

Our presentation is informed by Gregor’s [3] ‘meta-theoretical’ exploration of Information Systems (IS), particularly her ontological, epistemological and domain questions.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 recalls the debate on the need for SE theories. Section 3 discusses the theoretical provenance of our theory, followed by its detailed presentation in Sections 4 and 5. An evaluation and discussion of ongoing research is given in Section 6, while Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2. Background

2.1. The recent debate for on theory in SE

Johnson et al. [1] constrain neither the form that a significant SE theory should have nor how it should be generated. In contrast, Adolph and Kruchten [4] argue that an SE theory ‘must be useful to practitioners and explain the phenomena they are experiencing,’ whence proposing an empirical approach. Similarly, Ralph [5] argues for the usefulness of process theories in SE, providing both a taxonomy of process theory types and examples of where such theories could be beneficial.

A complementary stance is taken by Staples [6], who proposes that, alongside process theories, what SE needs are product theories if engineering concerns, such as performance, are to be taken into account: the primary goal of engineering is, after all, to change the world. Accordingly, such product theories may not be
exact, but only provide some conservative approximations to support assurance about the use of artefacts, i.e., they need only be general and precise enough to reason about whether an artefact meets acceptable requirements for use. A different perspective yet is taken by Smolander and Paivarinta [7], who argue for the need of theories of practice focused on design and development practices, using a reflection-in-action approach to theory generation.

Wieringa [8] argues that a desire for universal theory leads to theoretical idealisations unusable in practice. Instead, he suggests that ‘middle-range’ theories are more usable by practitioners. The case for middle-range theories is also made by Stol and Fitzgerald [9, 10], who describe them as stepping stones towards a more general and inclusive theory.

More generally, the community is trying to come to terms with what is meant by ‘theory’. There is some agreement on what is not considered a theory (e.g., [11]) and much current thinking aligns closely with [3], which constitutes the frame of reference for this paper.

Finally, Ralph [12], Johnson and Ekstedt [13] and others have considered how existing theories, such as complexity and cognition theories, might contribute to a general SE theory.

It appears that current work is speculative; we are still a long way away from an agreement on what the characteristics of a SE theory should be.

2.2. Gregor's meta-theoretical model

Gregor [3] explores IS theory. Given the strong relation between SE and IS, much of her analysis extends naturally to SE and has been adopted in that community.

Gregor’s exploration asks four distinct categories of question: core domain questions — the phenomena of interest and the boundary of the discipline; structural or ontological questions — the nature of theory and the form that knowledge contributions make; epistemological questions — how the theory is constructed, the research method used and the way knowledge is accumulated; and socio-political questions — concerning the socio-political context in which a theory was developed.

Gregor argues that an IS theory should be able to link natural, social and artificial worlds, drawing upon their respective design sciences, and that a wide view of theory should be taken. This also makes sense for SE and reflects the current SE community view. Gregor also sees no requirement to commit to one specific epistemological view, also mirrored in the current SE debate.

Gregor [3] concludes that some combination of the following is essential:

• description and analysis: to describe phenomena of interest and related constructs, to generalise them within an identified scope, and to analyse their relationships;

• explanation: to comment on ‘how, why, and when things happened, relying on varying views of causality and methods for argumentation’;
• prediction: to predict what will happen in the future under specified conditions; and
• prescription: to allow the definition of methods or ‘recipes for doing’ which, if followed, will make theory predictions true under specified conditions.

The last quality is notable in relating theory and method: although methods can follow theories, they are not the same thing [5]; each can exist independently of one another.

3. Research cycle and theory conceptualisation

Our design theory is based on a body of work accumulated in over a decade of research into a design-theoretic approach to problem solving in the context of software and systems engineering. The research cycle adopted has included both theory-then-(empirical-)research and (empirical-)research-then-theory strategies, starting from an initial theoretical proposition [14]. We present our theory in detail alongside a discussion of the empirical evidence accumulated in its support, and of aspects for which both theoretical and empirical work is still required.

3.1. Theoretical provenance

G.F.C Rogers defined engineering as [15]:

the practice of organising the design and construction of any artifice\(^1\) which transforms the physical world around us to meet some recognised need.

Rogers’ definition places engineering in the problem solving domain, the problem being, given a real world environment and need, to design and construct an artifice with the requisite properties.

This definition specialises easily to Software Engineering simply by taking the artifice to be software, giving

software engineering is the practice of organising the design and construction of software which transforms the physical world around us to meet a recognised need.

Unfortunately, this ‘software-as-artifice’ perspective is deficient:

• that software is the artifice implies that the environment has a particular form, so that software causes become physical effects, and vice-versa;

\(^1\)Rogers appears to use artifice rather than, for instance, artefact to emphasise that a solution may have no physical embodiment, as is the case with software.
we cannot, \textit{ab initio}, know the precise combination of solution technologies that will ultimately satisfy the need, even less that software will be the sole solution technology.

Whereas the first of these can easily be discharged by careful choice of environment, the second is more difficult and motivates our second theory: it is likely that through solution technology combinations, both formal software and non-formal solution domains will need to be combined. But then, as Turski \cite{16} observed:

There are two fundamental difficulties involved in dealing with non-formal domains (also known as ‘the real world’):

1. Properties they enjoy are not necessarily expressible in any single linguistic system.
2. The notion of mathematical (logical) proof does not apply to them.

so that design involving software must cross and recross the bridge between the formal and the non-formal, what we call the Turski disconnect.

Moreover, in creating software to meet human needs, software engineering will encounter ill-structured \cite{17} and wicked \cite{18} problems, in which understanding of the problem and its stakeholders, including the designer, plays a fundamental role in the problem solving process. The stakeholders are the actual determinants of satisfaction, not any formally determined criteria that might exist.

Hence, there are three key needs that a theory for SE must meet:

\begin{itemize}
  \item it must account for the way software is used to meet recognised needs in the real-world;
  \item it must bridge the formal and non-formal divide; and
  \item it must be sufficiently flexible to account for stakeholders’ notions of satisfaction.
\end{itemize}

We therefore propose a theory that:

\begin{itemize}
  \item takes a balanced view of problem and solution, allowing us to explore the problem without jumping to conclusions as to what the solution technology \textit{should} be, and \textit{vice-versa}, so as to explore ways in which the solution affects our understanding of the problem;
  \item makes no constraints on the language in which problems or solutions are expressed, supporting formal, informal and even intuitive reasoning \cite[p. 395]{18};
  \item gives focus to the construction of a stakeholder-relevant design rationale which captures their notion of satisfaction.
\end{itemize}
3.2. Phenomena basis

To support Rogers in being able to design and construct an artifice that, in its real world environment, meets a need means relating artifice, environment and need. Underpinning each of these in our theory is the notion of phenomenon:

- a need expresses wished-for phenomena and relations between them;
- an environment describes existing phenomena and their relations;
- an artifice is the mechanism created so that existing phenomena and their relations are organised to produce those that are wished for.

The notion of phenomenon is therefore central to our design theory.

**Definition 1 (Phenomenon).** A *phenomenon* is an element of the world, the occurrences of which are observable.

Some phenomena occur naturally others artificially: a protein occurs naturally through protein synthesis whereas, from a software perspective, the mechanisms for software handshake occurrences are constructed by software engineers. The meanings of natural and artificial here relate not to the phenomena themselves but to the mechanisms that underlie their occurrence: it may be that a solution to a problem includes an artificially produced protein. In essence, our theory covers how design links natural and artificial, combining, creating and relating mechanisms to meet a phenomena-expressed need in a phenomena-expressed world.

3.2.1. Phenomena models

To solve a problem, we should not *a priori* assume any particular solution technology or combination. We therefore need to be able to link across disciplines and rely on engineers in their specialist disciplines to know what they consider valid phenomena; only from these will valid phenomena models arise.

Having said this, however, that phenomena are observable reveals their dependence on time. That dependence need not be functional, however: whereas Temperature, for instance, is point-wise observable, a software handshake extends over an interval. Thus, other topologies of time, including the time intervals underpinning the Duration Calculus [19], may be needed to model phenomena. Our wish for inclusivity determines that we do not further constrain the semantic basis of the notion of a phenomenon.

3.3. Design theoretic

We propose a new design theoretic approach to characterise the elements of problem solving in terms of their effect on the design process, and only thereby the design artefact. Our inspiration is Gentzen’s proof theoretic approach [20, 21]. Of course, design is much freer than proof and there are substantial differences from Gentzen’s theory: for instance, our notion of design step justification (Definition 8) contrasts to Gentzen’s simpler proof steps; such differences are explicated as they are encountered throughout the paper.
4. Software engineering as design theoretic problem solving

Our SE theory is formal and based on the notion of, initially, software problem. The presentation below is example driven.

4.1. Software problems

Suppose a problem owner recognises a need in the real world and wishes that need to be satisfied by the design and construction of a software artefact: they have identified a software problem that they wish solved.

Definition 2. Given a problem owner $PO$, a software problem $P$ is a pair, consisting of a real world environment $E_{PO}$ and a need $N_{PO}$:

$$P = (E_{PO}, N_{PO})$$

Note that we make no assumption that $PO$’s view as expressed in the environment is realistic or representable nor that their need is satisfiable. Thus $E_{PO}$ and $N_{PO}$ may have no representational instantiation; equivalently, PO’s initial conceptualisation of their problem may have no solution, or even sense. Even in formal fields such as mathematics, unrealistic problems such as these arise often at the beginning of problem solving processes [22].

Example 1. Jon, an iPad user, wants to stay dry by being alerted when the weather forecast predicts rain in his area:

‘I need to know when I should take an umbrella’

Jon’s problem is then:

$$P_{Jon} : (iPad, ‘I need to know when I should take an umbrella’)$$

4.2. Problem Solving

Irrespective of sense or solution existence, we will assume that a problem owner’s software problem becomes a challenge to a software engineer to make sense of it and to solve it\(^2\).

Following Rogers, given a software problem, the software engineer’s challenge consists of the following steps:

SE1 gaining an understanding of the real-world environment in which the problem is located, and of the problem owner’s identified need, i.e., the software engineer must form their own view, $(E, N)$, of the problem $(E_{PO}, N_{PO})$;

SE2 agreeing with the problem owner that $(E, N)$ is representative, a form of validation;

\(^2\)In the simplest case, the problem owner and software engineer will be the same person; in general they will be different.
SE3 producing the software $S$;

SE4 convincing the problem owner that $S$ meets the agreed recognised need $N$ in the agreed real-world environment $E$ to their satisfaction, another form of validation.

Previously, we have denoted $(E, N)$ as a set of solutions [23]. Under this semantics, we might characterise the software engineer’s task as identifying elements $S \in (E, N)$ and choosing one of them.

Here, however, we recognise that the solution process above is likely to be highly non-linear (c.f. [18, p. 392]) and so remove the asymmetry between problem and solution that could be implied by the notation $S \in (E, N)$. Thus the software engineer’s problem is written

$$E(S) \models_{PO} N$$

by which we mean ‘Find $S$ which, when installed in $E$, meets $N$ to the satisfaction of $PO$’. 

Example 2. Lucia, our software engineer, works with Jon to understand his need and real-world environment. She captures Jon’s ‘stay dry’ need as $SDNeed$. Lucia acknowledges that Jon has an iPad, and also discusses with him that they will need access to a source of a local weather forecasts, which they agree to refer to as $WStat$; this expands Jon’s environment to $[WStat, iPad]$. Naming her solution $IRTA$, Lucia forms her problem$^3$:

$$[WStat, iPad](IRTA) \models_{Jon} SDNeed$$

4.3. The structure of a software problem

When solving, then, a software problem has four components: an environment $E$, a need $N$, a solution $S$ and a problem owner $PO$. Both $E$ and $S$ depend on the notion of a domain:

Definition 3 (Domain). A domain $D$ is a set of controlled phenomena together with a description of the domain’s indicative, or known, properties, i.e., how its controlled phenomena interact with each other and those that it observes in its environment (its observed phenomena).

Thus, a domain names and describes a mechanism that relates phenomena [24, 25]. As is the case when problem solving begins, nothing may be known of a domain so that we can make no requirement of its description that it make sense; as problem solving proceeds through steps SE1–SE4, descriptions will evolve$^4$ before they can be validated.

$^3$The square brackets delimit composite domain: see Definition 4.

$^4$The mechanism for which is introduced in Section 4.5.
Example 3. Suppose $W_{Stat}$ is the domain consisting of controlled phenomena \{rl\} (the Boolean ‘rain likely’ phenomenon) and observed phenomena \{bar\_p\}, with description relating them:

The rain likely phenomenon (rl) holds only when the barometric pressure (bar\_p) is less than 990 millibars.

When known, controlled phenomena are written superscripted, observed subscripted, thus:

\[ W_{Stat}^{\{rl\}}_{\{bar\_p\}} \]

We will often omit controlled and/or observed phenomena when clear by context. In an abuse of notation, we will often omit set brackets too.

4.3.1. Composite Domains

Phenomena controlled by one domain and observed by another are said to be shared. Domains can be brought ‘within observation distance of each other’ to form composite domains; domain composition places domains in parallel with synchronisation via the occurrences of shared phenomena:

Definition 4 (Composite domain). Given domains $D_a^c$ and $F_b^d$ we form the composite domain

\[ [D_a^c, F_b^d] \]

the description of which is the conjunction of those of $D$ and $F$.

Domain composition is associative and the composite is a domain that behaves as its composites albeit with shared phenomena occurrences synchronised (‘within observation of each other’). This form of composition is similar to the ubiquitous synchronous (i.e., shared clock) parallel compositions. Examples include CSP [26], CCS [27], the Petri Box Calculus [28], and many others [29].

An Environment is a domain that forms the environment in which a candidate solution to a problem will be assessed as a solution:

Definition 5 (Environment). For domains $D_1, \ldots, D_n$, $n \geq 0$, define the environment $E$ on $D_1, \ldots, D_n$, to be the composite domain $[D_1, \ldots, D_n]$.

When $n = 0$, $E = []$ is the empty composite domain; when $n = 1$, we write $E = [D_1] = D_1$.

4.3.2. Solutions

Software solutions are also domains:

Definition 6 (Software solution). A software solution is a domain, the description for which is a computation.

A software solution may be expressed in any programming language; its phenomena are those used by programming languages and their execution context, which might include memory, sensor data, actuators, etc.
4.3.3. Needs

Needs are similar to domains; however, a need’s description expresses a wish.

Definition 7 (Need). A need \(N\) consists of a set of phenomena together with an optative, i.e., wished for, description of the relationship between them.

We partition a need’s phenomena into two sets: those constrained by the need’s description and those referenced by it. A problem’s need states how a proposed software solution will be assessed as a solution to that problem: when installed in the problem’s environment the solution should induce the desired relationship between referenced and constrained phenomena. Constrained phenomena are written superscripted; referenced subscripted.

Example 4. To interpret Jon’s need, Lucia creates \(SDNeed_{\text{alert}}\) with description:

\[
\text{An alert shall be raised whenever } rl \text{ holds}
\]

4.4. Software problem transformation

All that remains to be understood of a software problem is the notion of satisfaction, \(\models_{PO}\). This brings us to problem transformation.

Returning to our running example, first, we note that there is a difference between a candidate solution created by Lucia and a problem solved to Jon’s satisfaction: the difference being that Jon must agree that the candidate solution is good enough. To effect this, Lucia must consider in which ways Jon would be convinced that his problem is solved by the candidate solution.

Example 5. IFTTT [30, ifttt.com] is a Software as a Service (SaaS, [31]) tool for creating simple trigger-action programs, or recipes [32].

As a registered user of IFTTT, Lucia has access to the If_Rain_Then_Aler recipe (see Figure 1). This recipe runs on IFTTT’s servers, polling a local-to-Lucia weather forecast, and sending an alert to Lucia’s iPad whenever rain is forecast.

Lucia believes that, if she was in Jon’s place, the IRTA: If_Rain_Then_Aler recipe would satisfy her, i.e., she believes that she has solved the problem:

\[
[W\text{Stat}, iPad](\text{IRTA}) \models_{Lucia} SDNeed
\]

The problem of convincing Jon remains: Lucia constructs a demo (from her IFTTT account) to demonstrate how the candidate IRTA solution would work for Jon. If this convinces Jon, then she has solved

\[
[W\text{Stat}, iPad](\text{IRTA}) \models_{Jon} SDNeed
\]

In this case, the judgement as to whether one problem is solved is contingent on that of another and the existence of a justification — here, a convincing demo — that reflects a design step. This is captured in software problem transformations:
Figure 1: Left: the IFTTT If Rain Then Alert recipe reminds the user to take an umbrella if tomorrow’s forecast is for rain; and, right, a received alert.

Definition 8 (Problem transformation). Given problems

\[
E(S) \models_{PO} N, \quad E_i(S_i) \models_{PO_i} N_i \text{ for } i = 1, \ldots, n
\]

and step rationale \( J \), then we write:

\[
\frac{E_1(S_1) \models_{PO_1} N_1 \quad \ldots \quad E_n(S_n) \models_{PO_n} N_n}{E(S) \models_{PO} N_j \langle J \rangle}
\]

(1)

to mean that:

\( E(S) \models_{PO} N \) is solved with respect to \( PO \) and with design rationale \( AA_1 \wedge \ldots \wedge AA_n \wedge J \) whenever the \( E_i(S_i) \models_{PO_i} N_i \) are each solved with respect to \( PO_i \) with design rationale \( AA_i \) and \( J \) satisfies \( PO \).

Below the line is the conclusion problem; above are the premise problems. A step rationale that satisfies the conclusion problem owner is said to be satisfactory.

Note:

- with no premise problems remaining to be solved, i.e., \( n = 0 \), the conclusion problem is solved contingent only on the existence of satisfactory \( J \).
- \( J \) need not be formal or logical (or even rational!). Thus, although the step form is purely logical, the design rationales that are constructed through it need not be.
- discovering satisfactory step rationales may be difficult and anyway consumes resources, thus such steps affect process risk. We return to this in Section 4.7.
4.5. Transformation types

Smolander and Paivarinta [7] suggest that SE proceeds through a set of identifiable development practices. We observe that there are classes of problem transformations, including sensemaking [33], that recur during software problem solving which have similar step forms. To this end, we define software problem transformation schema which describe a general way in which a conclusion problem is related to premise problem(s) through a step rationale.

The intention is for transformation schema to provide theoretical idealisations of common SE practices, a claim we revisit in Section 6.

4.5.1. Substitutions

Given a substitution $PS = [T_i/V_i]$ of environment, need, and/or solution, and satisfactory step rationale $J_{PS}$, we have:

$$P[PS] \xrightarrow{[\text{SUBSTITUTION}]} P \ (J_{PS}; \text{solution: } S[PS], \text{environment: } E[PS], \text{need: } N[PS])$$

4.5.2. Interpretation Rules

The interpretation rules specialise substitution to a problem’s elements; they are a form of sense-making. For appropriate substitutions $ES$, $NS$ and $SS$ and satisfactory step rationales $J_{ES}$, $J_{NS}$, and $J_{SS}$, we have:

- Environment Interpretation
  $$E[ES](S) \vdash_{PO} N \ (J_{ES})$$

- Need Interpretation
  $$E(S) \vdash_{PO} N \ (J_{NS})$$

- Solution Interpretation
  $$E(S) \vdash_{PO} N \ (J_{SS})$$

ENVIRONMENT and NEED INTERPRETATION work in the ‘problem space’ to record changed problem understanding, so-called problem exploration; SOLUTION INTERPRETATION works in the ‘solution space’ to record improved solution understanding, so-called solution exploration (see also Section 4.6).

4.5.3. Solution Expansion

We define a distinguished class of architectural structures, or AStructs (c.f. [34]) that are specific to solution interpretations. As suggested by their name, architectural structures bring a notion of architecture to our theory: an AStruct, A$\text{Name}$, combines a number of known solution components, $C_i$, with solution components, $S_j$, yet to be found:

$$A\text{Name} [C_1, ..., C_m] (S_1, ..., S_n)$$

\footnote{For any expression $W$, the notation $W[T_i/V_i]$ means $W$ with each instance of $T_i$ simultaneously replaced by $V_i.$}
Solution expansion expands an AStruct as follows:

\[
[\mathcal{E}, C_1, \ldots, C_m, S_2, \ldots, S_n](S_1) \models_{PO} \mathbb{N}
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
[\mathcal{E}, C_1, \ldots, C_m, S_j, \ldots, S_{j+1}, \ldots, S_n](S_j) \models_{PO} \mathbb{N}
\]

\[
\vdots
\]

\[
\mathcal{E}(S : \mathcal{A}Name|C_1, \ldots, C_m|(S_1, \ldots, S_n)) \models_{PO} \mathbb{N}
\]

Note: Solution Expansion is purely syntactic and so generates no step rationale obligation. It creates \(n\) premise problems each expressed in terms of the conclusion’s elements: problem \(j\) and \(k\) \((j \neq k)\) are distinguished only by the fact that, whereas problem \(j\) has \(S_j\) as solution domain, problem \(k\) has \(S_j\) as part of its environment.

AStructs are a simple architectural description language for our theory. They might be as small as a single component, as large as a software architecture [35] or even, in the expanded theory described later, an Enterprise Architecture [36]. As our theory is description language agnostic, AStructs do not conform to standards for such languages, for instance, [37]. However, according to that standard, as well as detailed architectural views, an architecture description is expected to include:

- identification and overview information of the architecture being expressed;
- identification of the system stakeholders and their concerns;
- architecture rationale (explanation, justification, reasoning for decisions made about the architecture being described).

all of which are available in one form or another in the various elements of a problem.

Special cases. When \(n = 0\) above there are no premise problems and so problem solving is complete. Of course, a prior satisfactory step rationale would have been needed for the solution interpretation that introduced the AStruct.

When \(n > 1\) above, each pair of premise problems tangled:

Definition 9 (Tangled Problems). Problems \(P\) and \(Q\) tangled whenever their constituent domains or needs share phenomena.

Constraints, such as those imposed by a solution, percolate between tangled problems through their shared phenomena. Such constraints need not be consistent and so may prevent the solution of either problem in a tangle contributing as a solution of both. Thus solutions to tangled problems generally need to be designed together, or co-designed.
Example 6. The familiar Model-View-Controller architecture [38] can be captured in the environment of the iPad (see Figure 2) as:

\[ \text{MVC}_{\text{iPad}}[\text{iPad.GUI}](\text{Model}, \text{View}, \text{Controller}) \]

The MVC_{iPad} AStruct includes the ‘already known’ graphical user interface iPad.GUI\(^6\), and to-be-found components Model, View and Controller.

Figure 2: MVC,Pad architecture underpinning the iPad Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Should Lucia have chosen to build a bespoke solution rather than rely on IFTTT, she could have used MVC_{iPad} to do so. This would have involved solution interpretation by the MVC_{iPad} AStruct above. Solution expansion gives these three problems:

\[ P_M : [W\text{Stat}, \text{iPad}, \text{iPad.GUI}; \text{Controller}, \text{View}](\text{Model}) \vdash_{\text{Jon}} \text{SDNeed} \]

\[ P_V : [W\text{Stat}, \text{iPad}, \text{iPad.GUI}, \text{Model}, \text{Controller}](\text{View}) \vdash_{\text{Jon}} \text{SDNeed} \]

\[ P_C : [W\text{Stat}, \text{iPad}, \text{iPad.GUI}, \text{Model}, \text{View}](\text{Controller}) \vdash_{\text{Jon}} \text{SDNeed} \]

each pair of which tangle. Care must therefore be taken to ensure that solutions to these individual problems are co-designed so that they work together. Examining the model problem, \( P_M \), it may appear that we need descriptions of the Controller and View to be able to solve it, whereas these will only be available when problems \( P_V \) and \( P_C \) are solved. But \( P_V \) and \( P_C \) each depend on the other as well as \( P_M \).

The tangled interdependence mirrors what occurs in practice, and there are many practical ways of overcoming it. In the literature, for instance [39, 40], the guidance is to focus on the Model’s design first, which depends on the semantics of the domain of application, with a design goal of independence from its presentation (the View) and updating (the Controller), together with a protocol for the phenomena that drive the View and the Controller.

Thus, if \( M' \) is the description of the designed model, we can write:

\[ P_V : [W\text{Stat}, \text{iPad}, \text{iPad.GUI}, \text{Model}^\text{access}, \text{Model}^\text{notify} : M'](\text{View}^\text{access}, \text{View}^\text{notify}) \vdash_{\text{Jon}} \text{Need} \]

\(^6\)Which we don’t detail.
Naivety risk. When problems tangle they cannot be decomposed in the naive hope that their solutions will recombine to form a solution to the tangle; indeed, the resource expended in such naive decomposition is likely to be lost. Thus we recognise the notion of na"ive problem decomposition risk (more simply, naivety risk) which should be considered and managed alongside other developmental risks, it being managed by careful co-design.

4.5.4. Problem progression

Problem progression, first sketched by Jackson [41], provides a way to derive specifications from requirements (or need in our context) in a systematic fashion. Problem progression removes domains from the environment whilst altering the requirement to compensate; as the complexity of the environment is reduced, the detail of the requirements increases until we are left with a specification of the solution [42].

Problem Progression has the following form:

\[ E'(S) \parallel_{D, E} N' \parallel_{PO} N \]

Like Solution expansion, Problem Progression is a syntactic rewriting of the conclusion judgement, with the relationship between the old need \( N \), the new need \( N' \), \( E \), \( E' \) and \( D \) as defined by Li’s rewriting rules [42].

Example 7. Lucia’s environment includes the complex WStat domain which controls the rl phenomenon. We might wish to remove this domain from the model by progressing it. To do so we refocus the problem to depend on IRTA’s receipt of rl rather than WStat’s control of it, adjusting the Need to compensate, and internalising the newly unshared specification phenomena:

\[ \text{iPad}_{\text{alert}}(\text{IRTA}_{\text{alert}}) \parallel_{\text{Jon}} \text{SDNeed}_{\text{alert}}^{rl} \]

where SDNeed has description ‘If IRTA receives rl then send alert’.

Following Li [42], subsequent applications of problem progression allow the removal of the iPad domain, leaving a high-level specification for the IFTTT solution.

4.5.5. Stakeholder replacement

Under specified conditions, one stakeholder can rely on the judgement of another:

\[ E(S) \parallel_{PO} N \parallel_{[\text{Replace Stakeholder}]} E(S) \parallel_{PO} N \]

This is the example we began with (Section 4.4) of Lucia putting herself in Jon’s place.

This concludes the description of our transformations.
4.6. Design trees

Gentzen’s calculus creates proof trees; software problem transformations combine to produce design trees. When all branches of a design tree are complete, the problem is solved: a fit-for-purpose solution is determined to the satisfaction of the problem owner, supported by the design rationale.

Example 8. From Lucia’s development steps we can build the following completed design tree:

\[
\frac{[W\text{Stat}, iPad]([IRTA]) \vdash_{Lucia} SD\text{Need}}{[W\text{Stat}, iPad]([IRTA]) \vdash_{Jon} SD\text{Need}} \frac{\langle \text{IRTA performs to Lucia’s satisfaction} \rangle}{\langle \text{Demonstration to Jon} \rangle} \frac{\langle \text{Environment Interpretation} \rangle}{\langle \text{Apply Environment Interpretation} \rangle}
\]

From the properties of the substitution rules, we can read off both the solution to Lucia’s developer problem and the constructed design rationale.

Note: the design rationale created in this example is extremely weak, and yet is still fit-for-purpose in this context. In general, the strength of the rationale will be determined by the various stakeholders’ needs.

4.7. Process considerations

Our theory does not constrain the order of application of problem and solution exploration steps; in particular, there is no necessity for problem solving to arrive at a perfect (or any!) problem description before beginning solution exploration\(^7\). Problem and solution spaces interleaving is present even in the earliest SE process models (for instance, [43]) as well as being the basis of modern iterative and incremental methods, for instance, [44, 45].

Both problem and solution exploration are resource intensive – a requirements engineer will, for instance, expend resources exploring the problem with stakeholders to draft software requirements, to capture domain descriptions, etc; a software developer will spend their time architecting and prototyping, collaborating in scrums, writing test harnesses and documentation, consulting end-users, etc as they explore the solution. Moreover, the problem solving process is not ‘one way’ towards the solution: not all forward steps in a development will necessarily be correct as. Environment and need descriptions may be incorrect, ambiguous or incomplete; solution descriptions and justifications likewise. Indeed, even when previously validated by a problem owner, later problem solving may lead only to ‘dead ends’ whence backtracking to a prior problem solving state will be required to continue from. In the worst case, this will require the complete reconsideration of the original problem, losing all expended problem solving resource.

Both problem and solution exploration, therefore, commit resources to uncertain outcomes; this constitutes developmental process risk which must be

\(^7\)Indeed, exploration of the solution space may precede exploration of the problem space.
managed. Stakeholder validation is one way to manage such risks: problem and solution understanding are checked during development with appropriate stakeholders which lowers the risk of precipitous commitment of resources to poorly understood problems and solutions [2, 46].

The possibilities for interaction of exploration and validation steps are shown in our problem solving process pattern in Figure 3. The pattern is not intended as a one-size-fits-all model for a problem solving process: it does not, for instance, mandate any specific sequence of exploration steps, nor how much exploration should be completed before validation, nor that problem validation should occur before solution exploration begins (or vice versa). Instead, in characterising the essential relationships among problem solving steps, it is intended to serve as a process generator (cf. [47]).

![Diagram of problem solving steps with validation checkpoints](image)

Figure 3: The macro sequencing of problem solving steps with validation checkpoints.

5. Solutions as technology combinations

We have so far discussed a theory of problems in which the solution to a problem is pure software. We have seen how it allows the expression of software problems and of step-wise processes for their solution. We have argued that its logical basis allows us to bridge between the formally described machine and the non-formally described world, an endeavour essential to SE. We have exemplified salient features of the theory and the way it accounts for key SE concepts and practices, such as sense-making, the use of architectures, the ‘tangling’ of software problems that necessitates co-design, and the use of validation as the means to mitigate developmental risks.

The development of our theory has not, however, relied on the nature of software as the solution domain. Given that we began with a specialisation of Rogers’ definition of engineering to software, that we do not rely on the software nature of the solution suggests that we should explore the extension of our theory in the context of Rogers’ full definition.

There appears very good motivation to do this. Firstly, as Rogers [48] writes:

---

*Previously called the POE Process Pattern, or PPP, in [2].
an engineer is likely to make use of a number of different technologies in pursuit of [their] aim.

Currently, the special theory’s focus on software as sole solution technology prevents us from treating other problems that involve software as part of a collection of solution technologies within the theory. To be clear, our special theory has been applied to real-world problems but non-software solution technologies were treated outside of the theory; see, for instance, [49]. An homogeneous theory would allow software and other solution technologies to be dealt with together.

Secondly, although it is technically feasible to conduct the engineering of software components of a system solution in isolation from that of all the other solution technologies, practically, this places more or less unsatisfiable constraints on the real-world engineering context. For instance, Royce’s model [43], inflexibly predicated on a solid baseline of software requirements being isolated from system requirements before software engineering begins, is known to be deficient in volatile contexts [50]. In an homogeneous theory there would be no necessity to partition the overall need into those for separate solution technologies, enabling more flexible, iterative, interdisciplinary processes involving various solution technologies. This enables evolutionary system gains that can be achieved through iteration between various solution technologies; see, for instance, [44].

Lastly, Rogers’ definition of engineering is solution technology independent and we would have a theory that supports it. The benefits include the possible discovery of commonalities between the engineering sub-disciplines and the potential for the transfer of knowledge, processes and techniques across sub-engineering discipline boundaries.

Our homogeneous theory is based on engineering problems, i.e., problems:

\[ E(S) \models_{PO} N \]

in which \( S \) ranges over all combinations of solution technologies including, but not limited to, software.

That \( S \) is not limited to software means that we must consider solutions involving both discrete and continuous phenomena (and their interplay). Other than extending the phenomenological basis of solution elements, so that they can be considered to encompass both discrete and continuous behaviours, this extension does not lead to changes in the theory as presented so far. Moreover, as software problems are a special case of engineering problems, the special theory is contained within the homogeneous theory.

In the following we discuss what more can be said in our homogenous theory.

### 5.1. Requirements engineering

The Reference Model of Gunter et al. [51] describes the fundamental relationships between requirements engineering artefacts, the goal being to characterise the specification of a software system as the interface between requirements
engineering and software development. Accordingly, requirements engineering relates five artefacts: domain knowledge (environment), requirements, a specification, a program, and a programming platform (system or machine) (see Figure 4). The essential characteristic of a specification is that it:

occupies the middle ground between the system and its environment [and] provide[s] enough information for a programmer to build a system that satisfies the requirements [without reference to those requirements]. ([51, Page 38])

Figure 4: The two ellipse model: Environment, Requirements, specification Spec, forming the Requirements problem $P_{Req}$; with the specification Spec, program Code and Machine forming the Development problem $P_{Dev}$ (c.f., [51]).

The Gunter model can be framed thus in our theory: requirements engineering solves the problem of producing a specification from environment and need descriptions; software development solves the problem of producing a software artefact that, when embedded in a machine, satisfies the specification. That is, given problem owner $PO$ and developer $Dev$ there are two problems:

$$P_{Req}: Env(Spec) \vDash_{PO} Req$$

and

$$P_{Dev}: Machine(Code) \vDash_{Dev} Spec$$

We note:

- these problems tangle as they are both expressed using Spec;
- as written in $P_{Req}$, Spec’s description is indicative, in $P_{Dev}$ it is optative;
- as Spec is not software and so is not the solution to any software problem. Rather, we must be able to work in the solution space of specifications.

We note, however, that this does not prevent a similar development within the special theory as we can write:

$$Machine(Code) \vDash_{Dev} Spec \quad [\text{Replace Stakeholder}]$$

$$Machine(Code) \vDash_{PO} Spec \quad [\text{Acceptance testing by PO}]$$

$$...$$

$$[Env, Machine](Code) \vDash_{PO} Req \quad [\text{Problem Progression}]$$

$$Env(2\text{ellipse}[Machine](Code)) \vDash_{PO} Req \quad [\text{Solution expansion}]$$

$$Env(S) \vDash_{PO} Req \quad [\text{Solution interpretation}]$$

$$\langle\langle\text{Two ellipse model}\rangle\rangle$$
See Section 6.5.3 for further discussion.

- the environment in which the computational device *Machine* operates is seldom benign; a common example is a single event upset (SEU) caused by environmental phenomena ([52, 53]). In essence, an SEU induces unspecified behaviour modes in *Machine* which can cause the *Code* to malfunction.

If $Env^\downarrow$ is an aggressive environment (i.e., and environment that 'controls' SEUs) then we cannot avoid *Machine* in which, in the worst case, *chaos* is the outcome of an observed $\downarrow$ event. Thus, from a developmental perspective, a solution to

$$Machine(Code) \models_{Dev} Spec$$

is not necessarily a solution to

$$Machine^\downarrow(\text{Code}) \models_{Dev} Spec$$

i.e., in an aggressive environment, any development of *Code* which is decontextualised from the *Machine* will not satisfy the *Spec* when deployed. This has important ramifications for the application of formal methods that are decontextualised from the *Machine*.

5.2. Socio-technical problems

Extending the Reference Model for Requirements, Hall and Rapanotti [54] introduce the three ellipse model for socio-technical systems in which human and technological ellipses are solution technologies (see Figure 5).

![Three ellipse model of socio-technical systems](image)

Figure 5: The three ellipse model of socio-technical systems, adapted from [54].

As in the two ellipse model, we begin with $Env(S) \models_{G} Req$, this time interpreting the solution with $3\text{ellipse}[\text{Human, Tech}](\text{Proto, Sys})$, and then repeatedly applying PROBLEM PROGRESSION until only the targets — the human and
technical subsystems — remain:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Human(Proto)} \vdash_{\text{PO SpecEH}} & \quad \text{Tech(Sys)} \vdash_{\text{PO SpecET}} \\
\text{[Env, Human, Tech, Sys](Proto)} \vdash_{\text{PO Req}} & \quad \text{[Env, Human, Tech, Proto](Sys)} \vdash_{\text{PO Req}} \\
\text{Env(3 ellipse Human, Tech)(Proto, Sys)} \vdash_{\text{PO Req}} & \quad \text{[Soln Interp]} \\
\text{Env(S)} \vdash_{\text{PO Req}} & \quad \text{[Soln Expn]}
\end{align*}
\]

which characterises SpecEH and SpecET. The resulting problems are expressed in terms of phenomena from SpecHT and so tangle and so must be co-designed, i.e., the interplay of social and technological subsystems must be determined.

This area is well known in the IS literature: Fitt’s early MABA-MABA lists \[55\], Price’s Decision Matrices \[56\] and, more recently, Dearden’s scenario method \[57\] all address it, suggesting that thought should first be given to the social subsystem which will constrain the SpecHT specification to bias the social aspects of the interface. The modern tendency is, however, for commercial off-the-shelf information systems which require the social subsystem to flex to the demands made by the technical ones.

5.3. Validation problems

Validation problems \[2\] are a large class of problems that arise during engineering that do not have software as a solution. The general form of a validation problem is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Validation}_\text{Env}(\text{Validation}_\text{Artefact}) \vdash_{\text{Validator}} \text{Validation}_\text{Need}
\end{align*}
\]

which describes the situation in which the need is for a validation artefact which, when considered in a specific validating stakeholder’s validation environment, satisfies their validation needs.

**Example 9.** A safety case \[58\] is an example of a validation artefact, whose validating stakeholder is the regulator:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Regulatory}_\text{Environment}(\text{Safety Case}) \vdash_{\text{Regulator}} \text{Regulatory}_\text{Requirements}
\end{align*}
\]

Note: validation problems exist alongside the customer’s original problem which cannot be said to be solved unless we have both (a) constructed a system that solves the customer’s problem and (b) constructed a safety case that satisfies each validating stakeholder. There will be one validation problem to solve for each validator: if there are \(n_p\) problem validators and \(n_s\) solution validators then, together with the Customer’s problem, there are \(n_p + n_s + 1\) problems to solve.

5.3.1. Fractal Problem Solving and Trusted Problems

Validation is a mechanism for managing developmental risk. However, preparation for validation itself — the solving of the various embedded validation
problems — can also be an expensive exercise and so there is a necessary trade-off between validated and unvalidated problem solving to be considered in any development.

That validation problems arise during problem and solution exploration indicates that problem and solution exploration incorporate problem solving processes in themselves. This leads us to define a form of problem solving process composition which is the embedding of problem solving instances within problem and solution explorations, leading to the upper part of Figure 6. This we term fractal problem solving in cognisance that validation problems may again have embedded validation problems associated with them, the embedding process proceeding until problems are encountered in which validation is not required. In not requiring validation, these problem solving activities are, in some sense, trusted: without such trusted processes there would necessarily be an infinite problem solving regress in which validation deeper and deeper within fractal problem solving instances is required.9

One might expect trusted problem solving processes to accumulate risk; this is not the case when (a) failure has no cost associated with it; or (b) when the problem has been solved before. Even in the safety-critical context, determining the validation context for a safety case can be achieved without damaging the development process’s ability to deliver a fit-for-purpose solution.

More formally, problem transformations replace a conclusion problem with a collection of premise problems and a justification. Within our homogenous theory, we may consider a problem transformation as a problem in itself. We observe the following equivalence:

\[
P_1 \ldots P_n \langle\langle \langle J \rangle \rangle \equiv [P(PX[[P_1, \ldots, P_n], J])] \models_{Dev} \text{Each } P_i \text{ solvable } \land J \text{ satisfies } PO
\]

in which \( PX \) is the AStruct for ‘problem transformation’ that should be read as, given conclusion problem \( P \), find i) premise problems and ii) step rationale that, in \( Dev \)’s estimation will i) be solvable and ii) are reached from \( P \) using \( J \) that will satisfy \( PO \) that the step is correct.

We note that the \( PX \) AStruct expands, as expected, under solution expansion to leave \( n + 1 \) premise problems: \( n ‘P_i’ \) problems and a single ‘\( J’ \) problem. Given this, the question arises whether to attack the ‘\( P_i’ \) problems or the ‘\( J’ \) problem first. The second option, determining the step rationale first, we have previously called assurance-driven development [2].

Through this equivalence, in terms of the process model of Figure 3, both problem and solution exploration can be seen as problem solving activities, as illustrated in Figure 6. In effect, problem solving is fractal with a problem owner’s delegate discovering and solving problems on their behalf, and with the possibility that the delegate will, themselves, employ a delegate. This leads us to a potential theoretical difficulty with the termination of the problem solving process: when does delegated problem solving stop? In practice, the delegate

---

9This role has also been suggested for Simon’s ‘satisficing’ ([59]).
problem solver will, at some point, have to rely on themselves to determine whether correct descriptions have been found, i.e., they will employ trusted problem solving processes.

Figure 6: The Process Pattern Generator including embedded (or fractal) problem solving processes in both Problem and Solution Exploration.

In the macro sequencing of problem solving steps shown in Figure 3, backtracking due to unsuccessful validation was limited to the accumulation of resources between problem and solution exploration phases. This limited the risk in scope, if not in any practical sense. With the more complex process patterns shown in Figure 6, the potential for backtracking, and the accumulation of developmental risk, increases to include:

- all prior problem solving instances arising through sequential composition;
- all problem solving instances arising through parallel composition;
- all fractal invocations, such as validation problems.

In addition, instances of the processes pattern generator can be sequenced or run in parallel.

5.4. Problem Solving heuristics

Although Polya’s problem solving context is the mathematical ‘problems to find’ [60, Page 77], his Decompose and Recombining heuristic:

You decompose the whole [problem] into its parts, and you recombine the parts into a more or less different whole. ([60])

provides a possible interpretation for Definition 8: the upwards direction corresponds to decomposing whereas the downwards direction corresponds to recombining. Polya’s assertion with this heuristic is that one should first understand the problem as a whole better to be in a position to judge which particular elements may be the most essential. This is similar to the problem structuring basis of the Problem Frames approach (PF, [41, Page 4]).
On decomposition, however, PF acknowledges that subproblems may interact, and introduces the interference concern to be considered alongside the decomposed subproblems. Definition 8 does not include an explicit interference concern problem although, if we wished to embed PF within our theory, one such could be added with the following specialised PF rule: suppose $P$ is the original PF problem, $P_i$ the decomposed problems, and $IC$ the problem corresponding to the interference concern discharged by some part of $J$, then we have
\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
P_1 & \ldots & P_n & IC \\
\end{array}
\xrightarrow{\text{[Problem Frames Step]}}
\frac{P}{\langle J \rangle}
\]

6. Evaluation

In this section we discuss empirical work and other secondary evidence in support of our theory, organised according to Gregor’s core qualities of a theory as recalled in Section 2.2. We conclude the section with an acknowledgment of known limitations and of current research to overcome them.

6.1. Description and analysis

In the previous sections, we have given an account of SE phenomena of interest which can be described and analysed in our theory. In particular, we have argued its ability to account for step-wise problem solving which occurs when software solutions are engineered, explicating the key relationships between artefacts and actors in the process and the classification of recurrent steps as problem transformation classes.

The empirical evaluation of the theory is ongoing. An initial comprehensive proof-of-concept application can be found in [61] where it was exercised on a complex software problem from the literature to establish the extent to which the encoding could capture common SE practices. More substantial empirical evidence from practice has been accumulated through application to a number of industrial case-studies, work which continues. It is worth noting that real-world application motivated the move from the special to the homogeneous theory: even in small scale industrial studies it was apparent that software plays only a part in the solution to real-world problems.

Work with General Dynamics UK included a series of safety-critical avionics case studies [49, 62–66] exploring the interplay of bespoke software and hardware components. The analytical and descriptive properties of the theory were put to test in the early phases of that company’s integrated safety development process, and fine tuned as a result. The theory performed well, allowing the characterisation of key steps and actors in the process, with an early form of the process pattern of Section 4.6 emerging as an idealisation of the relationship between validation and design. Moreover, problem descriptions proved particularly fruitful by allowing requirements and early architectural design models to be developed which could be formally verified via existing model checking tools.
[63], contributing evidence for early life-cycle assurance (captured in our theory via validation problems), something considered problematic across the industry.

In [67] the theory was applied within a financial institution. In this case the problem solved concerned the process of identification and elimination of bugs within mortgage calculation software. The system was sufficiently complex for two possible solution strategies to be identified, each with its cost and risk implications. The problem solving process was characterised and reengineered through our theory with a concomitant reduction in cost for the customer.

The prominent role of validation in problem solving was also noted in [68], which tested the theory on the live development of a socio-technical system. Of particular note was an extension of the previous observation on how assurance influences design in the context of developing socio-technical mission critical solutions: as for the safety-critical case, the resource expenditure associated with addressing validation problems was at least as high as the design effort. It was in this work that we observed that step-wise problem solving also applies to validation problems. The study combined diverse description languages, those for technical and social components providing some evidence that our theory works well.

6.2. Explanation

There are many ways in which the theory is explicative, in the sense of being able to address ‘how, why, and when things happened, relying on varying views of causality and methods for argumentation’ [3].

In the retrospective safety-critical avionics case studies mentioned earlier, a safety analysis performed on early problem models was able to predict safety defects that had, according to the company logs, emerged only much later, and that had required costly intervention and re-design [66]. This observation led to the addition of extra exploration and validation steps to the process for subsequent projects. Similarly, as part of the study in [67], the process pattern (see Section 4.7) was applied to an existing business process used by the organisation to deal with software defects reported by customers: the process was complex, involving a large number of stakeholders across a supply chain distributed globally. In this case too, the pattern application highlighted a lack of problem validation by relevant stakeholders early on in the process, pointing to a possible root causes for the high incidence of design rework recorded by the company. As a result, a formal validation step was introduced in the process by the company, which subsequently reported a reduction in the amount of design rework.

The process pattern can also be usefully employed to account for differences in development process models, as demonstrated in [47], which provides a theoretical characterisation and comparison of well-known software development process models from the literature.

The phenomenological basis of our theory is particularly suited to the development of arguments as to the expected behaviour of the designed solution in its environment, which goes somewhat towards satisfying Staple’s [6] desire.
for product theories. In fact, there is a sense in which our definition of engineering problem, coupled with the step-wise construction of the accompanying rationale (see Section 4.4), acts as a generator for practice-specific [69] product theories (more on this in Section 7). This was demonstrated empirically in our safety-critical case studies, as already mentioned, where early life cycle phenomena-based problem descriptions could be used as the basis of formal model checking and of preliminary safety analysis, a form of solution validation, able to: confirm any relevant hazards allocated by the system level hazard analysis; identify if further hazards need to be added to the list; and analyse the architectural description to validate that it can satisfy the safety targets associated with the identified relevant hazards.

An explanation of important relationships between key SE artefact is also embedded in the transformation classes we have defined. For instance, the AStruct in solution interpretation and expansion (see Section 4.5) can be seen as a general characterisation of problem decomposition, able to capture many types of decomposition found in practice, from design patterns [61, 70] and architectural styles [34] to viewpoints.

6.3. Prediction

Prediction refers to ‘what the theory predicts will happen in the future under specified conditions, with an understanding that in IS (and SE) such predictions are often only approximate or probabilistic’ [3].

We have already commented on how problem descriptions generated through application of the theory in practice can be seen as product theory, hence able to provide approximate prediction of how the solution would behave in its environment. In all the case studies reported, these were used to build assurance arguments for the purpose of validation, hence to drive subsequent design phases. The fact that successful systems were then developed on the basis of this provides some confidence that such predictions might have been sufficiently accurate, although this was not measured in our studies, so we cannot provide any empirical evidence as to their level of accuracy.

Similarly, the process pattern applications we have discussed accurately predicted process improvements, which were subsequently reported by the industrial partners; in this case too, precise measurements were not sought. However, more recent research has aimed to use the pattern as an instrument for more precise predictions, based on stochastic models which can be associated with it. For instance, Kaminsky and Hall [46] encode the process pattern as a discrete-time Markov chain model [71] in which the various probabilities correspond to problem solving team experience: it is more likely that a more experienced team’s problem description will, for instance, be validated than that of a less experienced team. Thus, the validation needs, and ultimately the risks incumbent, of different teams can be factored into the model.

Finally, there is an aspect of our theory which is of relevance to prediction. By analogy to proof-theory, where tactic languages [72] are used to generate proof semi-automatically, we have developed a design tactic, or dactic, language [73], by which designs can be captured for replayed in different environments.
Because of their angelic nature [72], dactics never generate ‘false’ solutions: the worst that can happen is that no solution will be found. Thus, the system ‘learns’ by cascading all dactics together. Of course, for the language to be of general use, an infeasibly large repository of dactics would be needed. However, in sufficiently restricted domains, it may be a feasible approach, although this remains a purely theoretical proposition at this point in time.

6.4. Prescription

While not prescriptive per se, our theory is suggestive of ways in which it can be applied in practice. For instance, the specific form of our problem descriptions suggests ways in which growing knowledge of problem and solution should be elicited and represented for further analysis and design, providing a problem-based approach for requirements engineering. Alongside the already mentioned case studies, this was explored in other industrial applications, such as [74, 75].

Another aspect of theory which has led to specific methods in application concerns the way the rationale is constructed. As its specific form is not mandated by our theory, it may take diverse forms depending on the context of application. For instance, a specific approach is proposed in [49] for safety-critical engineering, subsequently adopted and extended in other industrial work [76], which identifies specific safety concerns and risks that need discharging as part of the argument, all related to the type of evidence which constitute the safety case for an independent certification authority. A different approach is taken in [68], where a mix of formal and informal statements were used depending on the role and needs of the validating stakeholders in the organisation: for instance, some required stringent criteria to be met, e.g., finance or quality control stakeholders, while others were interested in technical feasibility or impact on personal workload.

6.5. Current research

6.5.1. Tangled problems

In the theory presented we have only considered the case in which a development proceeds from an initial problem, with more problems subsequently generated as part of the problem solving process. In particular, we have noted how AStructs can be used to capture various forms of problem decomposition, including the case of co-design problems arising when a solution is structured via an architecture. As observed in Section 4.4, co-design problems are examples of tangled problems, that is problems whose relationships are such that their naive decomposition into nominally independent sub-problems is unlikely to lead to an overall solution. Indeed, many real-world situations can be characterised as tangled problems: [77] explores socio-economic relationships as the solution to pairs of tangled problems.

When a real-world problem presents itself as a complex tangle, a different approach is required: rather than a single abstract problem to start with, we need ways to identify and represent the various sub-problems and the way they
tangle. In [77–79] we have started to explore possible structuring of tangled problems based on the regular structure of our defined engineering problems, and the notion that two problems tangle when they share phenomena. Such tangling then constrains their solutions and the method by which solutions can be arrived at.

6.5.2. Change problems

Our problem definition assumes that a new solution is to be designed in a given environment, whose indicative properties are established through a knowledge elicitation process. This is a greenfield engineering process, in which something new is created to affect the environment so that the need is satisfied. As such there is no notion of ‘change’ as a first class element of our described theory: for instance, if meeting a new organisational need could be obtained by changing an existing information system, then the starting point would not be a blank canvas, but that information system which may be exchanged or altered to meet the need. Current research [79] builds the notion of change problem on top of our theory, exploring its relationship with the definition of greenfield problem above, and the implications on the process pattern and transformation classes. Initial results suggest that there exists a complex translation from a change problem to a collection of greenfield problems [80], so that the theory underlying change problems remains as defined in this paper.

6.5.3. Creativity

Hatchuel and Weil [81] argue that design is more than problem solving, saying that ‘creativity cannot just be ‘added’ to problem solving theory.’ Rather, their CK Theory locates it in propositions that have no proof value (so called ‘concepts’) in the knowledge base initially available to the designer. Similarly, our theory works with descriptions of solutions which have no validatable status until a stakeholder relative judgement is made of them. However, we also have a more tangible location for creativity within our theory: the invention of new AStructs that will structure the solution space in previously unknown ways; creativity is thus identified with another problem, that of finding the right AStruct. We note that the Hatchuel and Weil [81] characterisation of creativity appears to provide no vehicle for creativity in the problem space, as one might do when, for instance, seeing a problem in a new light. In contrast, in our theory, embedded problem solving activities in both the problem and solution spaces allows inventive AStructs to be used in both problem and solution spaces.

In Section 5.1, we posited a relationship between special and homogeneous developments via a specification predicated on the assumption that a sequence of Problem progressions is possible. It is an open problem as to whether this is always the case and detailed examination of Li’s transformation [42] would be necessary to confirm this. If it is the case, then we have a form of cut-elimination ([21]), an important and hard fought property of a logical system that can be used to demonstrate THE internal consistency of a logic. Moreover, cut has been linked to creativity in proof [82, 83]. Whether cut-elimination is a property of our theory is an avenue for future investigation.
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6.5.4. Practicality

In our case studies no particular difficulty was reported by practitioners in relating the underlying principles of the theory to practice. However, in devising ways to apply it in organisational and industrial settings a number of difficulties were noted, particularly in relation to the identification of appropriate phenomena and the generation of problem descriptions: both choices of level of granularity of phenomena and of their aggregation into domains are not straightforward and, in general, more guidance was needed beyond what the theory provides. Also, keeping track of the problem solving process and all generated artefacts was found too hard and time consuming to do by hand, which limits both scalability and scope of application in real-world practice.

Therefore for the theory to generate practically usable and scalable methods more work is required both in terms of guidelines and heuristics, and critically of developing some level of tool support and automation. Prototype tool support exists for a subset of POE with the prototype POElog tool [84]. We are currently investigating whether Little-JIL [85] could offer further support.

6.5.5. Kolmogorov’s method-theoretic approach

As an interpretation of intuitionistic logic, Kolmogorov [86] outlines a calculus for the solution of a class of mathematical problems, including geometrical constructions. An example of this class is:

“Using only straightedge and compasses, draw a circle passing through the vertices of a triangle.”

Under this interpretation, the meaning of a problem is the method of its solution: the calculus of problems is method-theoretic. The meaning of, for instance, $a \Rightarrow a \land a$ is a mapping from the method of solution of $a$ to the method of solution of $a \land a$.

Theoretically, it is important to reconcile our theory with Kolmogorov. An embedding is not difficult: we can build that propositional fragment including conjunction and disjunction around judgements; for instance, we have, trivially:

$$E_1(S_1) \models_{PO_1} N_1$$
$$E_2(S_2) \models_{PO_2} N_2$$

$\land$-Introduction

For negation, the situation is less clear. For, although we can say $\neg E(S) \models_{PO} N$ holds when the design tree for $E(S) \models_{PO} N$ ends in a known unsolvable problem, we would also need the result that no problem can be both solved and reduced to known unsolvable problems, which looks unlikely given the unconstrained nature of the step rationale: a stakeholder that always validates causes problems. More work is required here.

We cannot expect, however, that our theory is contained in Kolmogorov’s. In his critique of existential propositions [86], Kolmogorov identifies two elements of a [mathematical] problem: an objective element (the problem) and a subjective element (the solution). The problem is objective as it is ‘independent of our knowledge’; the solution is subjective as it is dependent on our knowledge.
Within our theory, however, we observe that environment and needs can change during problem solving so we should not expect knowledge independence. With respect to Rittel’s wicked problems [18], an interesting conclusion is that we should not expect that a problem, once solved, need remain solved.

7. Related Work

7.1. Design theories for software engineering

Wieringa et al. [69] make the case for the utility of design theories in SE. They discuss ‘the engineering cycle’ as a logical model including tasks such as problem investigation (akin to our problem exploration), which may or may not include an evaluation of a current implementation (for us, this would be a form of problem validation), treatment design and treatment implementation (akin to our solution explorations), and design validation (in our theory, a form of solution validation). In contrast to our process pattern, Wieringa et al’s engineering cycle is very specific as to what each of the tasks should entail: this is because the cycle is used as a reference model, i.e., a ‘rational reconstruction’ of the problem solving process [87], rather than a process analyser and generator as is the case of our pattern. Moreover, with no explicit consideration of risk and resources, it may be argued that the cycle is purely descriptive. Within the cycle, Wieringa [87] stresses the different problem-solving nature of tasks: for instance, problem investigation is seen as addressing knowledge problems, whose aim is to change our knowledge of the world, while treatment design addresses practical problems, that is how to change the world so that it better meets stakeholder goals. The key observation is that both practical and knowledge problems are nested within the problem solving process, something we also acknowledge in our theory. Also, in design validation, an argument is needed to justify that a solution both causes the desired effects in its environment, and that it satisfies other criteria specified by stakeholders [87]. Indeed, both elements are also present in our theory: problem models refer to the mechanisms by which solution and environment phenomena interact to satisfy a recognised need, with further validation criteria elicited and checked though validation activities.

A form of design theory which Wieringa et al. [69] see as particularly fruitful to SE is one of an architectural nature (as opposed to logical theories, such as deductive axiomatic theories): this type of theory is one which provides a model of mechanisms that produce phenomena. For instance, an architectural theory of SE might be one providing a model of the mechanisms within a problem environment. By following this line of thought, our definition of problem as the juxtaposition of problem and solution phenomena sets (our domains), with their controlled and observed relationships, embodies the concept of architectural design theory.

Related to this is Weiringa et al.’s consideration of different levels of generalisation and idealisation a theory may provide [69]. At the lowest level, a theory might just be the expression of a practitioner’s specific problem and treatment design theories (in our terms, a specific solved problem model): no generalisation or idealisation is present here. At the highest level, a theory might be
some universal truth, as might be the case of some natural science laws. For
SE, [69] supports the idea that we should aim for mid-range generalisations,
to attain some level of generality, which is nevertheless applicable to particular
cases in practice. Indeed our theories are of such nature: they generalise (and
idealise) some common features of software problem solving, while still allowing
the practitioner to define specific theories in their own particular context.

Finally, based on in-depth study of the SE literature, [69] addresses Gregor’s
epistemological questions by arguing in support of case-study research for the
development of architectural design theories able not just to explain, but also
predict: this is motivated by their observation that most SE theories were sta-
tistical, and not backed up by any theoretical or phenomenological law, hence
hard to generalise beyond the observed phenomena. Indeed, striving for predic-
tive, as well as descriptive, theories is also a goal of our research, as discussed
previously.

Wieringa et al. [69] introduce a notion of problem theory as a theory for a
particular problem environment or classes of problem, which is characterised
by the identification of stakeholders, goals and and criteria, some symptoms,
their diagnoses and possible negative implications, as well as some stakeholder
evaluation. Although there are some obvious overlaps with our work, the lack of
precise definitions makes any formal mapping a matter of pure interpretation,
therefore we will not attempt one. Instead, we will stress the common philosophy
of the two approaches in the need for an understanding of phenomena in context,
which are strongly dependent on needs and criteria expressed by stakeholders:
in our terms, the assurance-driven nature of SE problem solving. Similarly,
Wieringa et al. [69] introduce a notion of design theory as a theory to explain
in which way a designed artefact will contribute to meeting stakeholders’ goal.
Here the similarity with our approach is even stronger, mapping to the rationale
accompanying any instance of a design tree.

Expanding on over four decades of research in SE development processes and
practices, [44] details a principles-based process meta-model which allows prac-
titioners to generate their own bespoke software development processes based
on characteristics and constraints of their own development, organisation and
market contexts, while still adhering to the key principles embodied in the meta-
model. From an ontological perspective, the process meta-model is close to our
process pattern, although intended primarily as a software life-cycle process
generator, rather than an analyser: it is a ‘spiral’ model, recognising, like our
process pattern, the iterative and incremental nature of successful development
processes, and it includes explicit consideration of risk and risk-based stake-
holder validation. Different from our process pattern, which is highly abstract
and generic, the meta-model provides a specific mapping of activities to tradi-
tional phases of software development, from initial problem exploration, through
software development to operation.

The four principles underlying the meta-model were distilled though the ac-
cumulation of knowledge afforded by decades of case study research, which is
epistemologically similar to our research. They also align closely to our prin-
cipled approach, which is theoretically pleasing as the two were developed in-
dependently and from diverse case studies across the industry. For instance, the ‘stakeholder value-based guidance’ principle encourages the inclusion and consideration of value propositions for all success-critical stakeholders, which is equivalent to the assurance-driven nature of our solving processes. Similarly, the ‘evidence- and risk-based decisions’ principles support the idea that decisions should be made based on evidence, to prevent the building up of project risk: in our process pattern this equates to tackling the validation problems associated with problem and solution explorations.

7.2. On mathematical approaches to design

The second part of this paper extends our theory into the general design context, presenting a mathematical approach to design. There are many mathematical approaches to design.

Specifically, our problem ‘triple’ notation is reminiscent of Zave and Jackson [88] (and others) who argue that the role of domain knowledge $K$ is to fill the gap between requirements $R$ and specification $S$, written as

$$S, K ⊢ R,$$

interpreted as a predicate in [51]. [89] argues that this formulation cannot be used as the basis of a design process as design is not always performed with complete information: specifically $K$ and $R$, for instance, cannot be written down definitively at the beginning of design. Our theory adopts the unitary sequent-like triple [21]

$$E(S) ⊩ PO N$$

in which elements and their descriptions are completed during design through iteration and backtracking between problem and solution spaces, irrespective of the completeness of the descriptions therein.

More generally, General Design Theory (GDT, [90]) gives a mathematical formulation of the design process derived from an understanding of how design is conceptually performed. GDT is entity based: its entity concept set corresponds to the ‘a designer’s abstract mental impressions of the concrete entities that form a design solution’. Above this set is built GDT’s function and attribute spaces characterising, in our terms, optative and indicative descriptions, respectively. A design specification in GDT is a point in the function space; a design solution a point in the attribute space; the process of design is the construction of a mapping between them. As in our theory, the construction is stepwise, in GDT via the evolution (or gradual refinement) of metamodels (finite sets of attributes). The design process prescription is abduction of design candidates, deduction of their properties and circumscription [91] on failure to solve the problem, followed by iteration. In our theory, such design cycles would be embedded within problem solving processes that are themselves embedded within problem explorations.

Axiomatic Design Theory (ADT, [92]) defines design in terms of vectors of functional requirements (FRs) in the functional domain and vectors of design parameters (DPs) in the physical domain, the design process being the linear
algebraic construction of transformation matrices between those two. *Axiomatic* refers to the two foundational goals — the Independence axiom, that states that functional requirements should be kept independent; and the Information axiom, that states that we should minimise the information content of the design — that underpin ADT. Together, they ensure that the functional and physical domains are related by (at worst) triangular matrices meaning that one can solve for the optimal design by linear algebra. We have no analogue of these axioms in our theory; however, although the notions are not precisely defined, they appear to be related to phenomena:

- independence of functional requirements being that two such functional requirements should not refer to the same phenomena, i.e., they should not tangle;
- the minimisation of information being that elements of the design should constrain the fewest phenomena possible.

The process of design in ADT consists of moving from domain to domain, decomposing the characteristic vectors until the design can be implemented. Except in trivial cases, this decomposition cannot be completed by remaining in a single domain; rather, ADT introduces the essential notion of zigzagging [92] by which the characteristic vectors and their decompositions are navigated between; in essence, zigzagging connects higher and lower design ‘levels’ together. The backtracking described in Section 4.6 appears a similar mechanism.

In general terms, GDT and ADT are to Hilbert-style deduction systems [21] as our theory is to Gentzen-style deductive systems: Gentzen’s\(^{10}\) goal in [93] was an analysis of mathematical proofs as they occur in practice. The result was a logical system in which *proof actions* were primary, each represented by a deduction rule, similar to those we have presented. The alternative is the Hilbert-style in which properties of the interrelation of *objects* are characterised as axioms, with few deductive rules, typically only *modus ponens* and *generalisation:* for

\(^{10}\)English translation in Szabo [20].
instance, the propositional axiom

\[ A \Rightarrow (B \Rightarrow A) \]

relates propositions \( A \) and \( B \). In particular, the Independence and Information axioms of ADT are of this form.

Whereas the two forms of system are equipotent, Gentzen-style is known better to support a constructive approach, a property we feel will benefit the description of the process of design.

8. Conclusion

This article has discussed a substantial design theory of SE, which embodies a view of SE as the practice of framing, representing and transforming SE problems, where our notion of problem is derived from the Rogers’ definition of engineering. As such, the theory accounts for the way SE transforms the physical world to meet a recognised need, and for the problem structuring process in context. Moreover, the theory bridges Tarski's formal and non-formal divide through its base in the propositional calculus, adopting and adapting the contextualisation tools that proof-theoretic-like semantics provide.

The theory is contextualised in the ongoing academic debate on the need and form of a substantial theory for SE. Both ontological and epistemological views of the theory were explored, and appropriate empirical evidence, from a body of work spanning over a decade, was brought to bear.

We have argued that the theory has both analytic, explicative and predictive properties, and is amenable to the definition of methods for practical application. We have also acknowledged current deficiencies and briefly outlined ongoing research towards addressing them both from a theoretical and practical perspective.
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